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INTRODUCTION

This Model Round Table for Youth Kit provides the practical framework
which young peoole can discuss,

research, and try to find solutions

for a variety of activities in

for the economic-environmental

issues that confront us all today,

THE
.

KIT’FOCUSES

ON:

the concept of sustainable

development:

development that takes into account the long-term

impact of current practices on the natural environment,

natural resources, and the quality of life

of all living creatures, now and in the future.

.

the round table process which aims to reach consensus, or agreement among all participants.

Young people, like everyone else in society, are becoming increasingly
and social costs of traditional

health hazards from a variety of substances and diminishing
there is increasing awareness
economies, for example:

aware of the environmental

forms of economic development, for example: air and water pollution,
of the environmental,

numbers of birds and animals. As well,

social, and political costs of stagnating

in much of Africa and Latin America,

in eastern Europe and what used to

be the Soviet Union.
The need for increasing

development to meet the needs of the expanding global population

and the need to protect the natural environment seem to be conflicting priorities.
comes at a time when traditional

methods of dealing with conflict are not working

And this conflict
as well as they

seemed to in the past.
But just as sustainable
relationship

development has emerged as a new way of thinking about the

between human needs and the natural environment,

new approach to resolving economic-environmental
each issue or conflict or responsibilities
stakeholders
power.

the individuals,

organizations,

are involved in the issue -

to work towards a resolution

issues.

the round table process represents a

It brings together all the stakeholders

businesses

in

and governments whose interests

and provides a setting and a framework

for these

based on consensus rather than on political or economic

1

2

SECTION

1: INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

THE

l

OF

MODEL

ROUND

THE

KIT

TABLE

FOR

KIT

IS DESIGNED

of sustainable

issues that affect their own lives.

Help young people acquire a better understanding

of the political, economic, environmental,

social realities of their world, and a fuller realization
l

TO:

Help young people develop both a theoretical and an applied understanding
development by examining

l

YOUTH

and

of the complexity of local and global issues.

Help young people become aware of the value of short-term and long-term solutions

reached

through consensus rather than confrontation.
0

Provide

a framework

organizing

in which young

and presenting

people can develop skills

information,

debating

in research,

and negotiating,

critical

problem-solving

thinking,
and

decision-making.
l

Encourage young people to take an active interest in local and global issues and to take part in
the process of resolving those issues.

HOW

THE

l

TO

KIT

USE

IS DESIGNED

THE

FOR

KIT

USE

IN

Do you need basic information

A VARIETY

OF WAYS:

about sustainable

development?

Use Preserving

Our World by Warner Troyer
Sustainable Development - Section 2
The National Round Table Objectives for Sustainable

0

Do you want to stimulate discussion

of sustainable

Development

-Poster

development and local and global issues?

Use Sustainable

Development
Round Table Objectives for Sustainable Development
The activity sheets from the Activities and Sample Case Studies Section

The National

l

Do you want to stimulate
history,

geography,

class discussion

of sustainable

development

in secondary

economics or law?

Use the activity sheets from the Activities and Sample Case Studies

studies

in

MODEL

l

Do you need basic information

ROUND

TABLE

KIT

about the round table process?

Use The Round Table Process - Section 3

The National

Round Table on the Environment and the Economy pamphlet

The scmple case study from the Activities and Sample Case Studies - Section 4

l

Do you want to carry out a round table simulation?
If you h&e time to research a local issue,
use A Manual

for the Teacher/Facilitator

If you do not have time to research a local issue,
use the information
and A Manual

l

package from the Activities and Sample Case Studies

for the Teacher/Facilitator

Do you want -0 set up a round table in your school or community?
Use A Manual

for the Teacher/Facilitator

The sample case study from the Activities and Sample Case Studies (as a reference
guide to the practical details of reaching consensus)

The important thing is for you to use the kit in whatever
and priorities of your group, organization, or class .

way best suits the needs

3
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PROCESS

The round table process is an approach to economic-environmental

issues that brings together all

the affected parties to find areas of agreement, to identify common ground, and to work collectively
towards the goal of sustainable

development.

Round tables are designed to reflect different backgrounds and experiences,
and insights,

different perspectives

and different values and beliefs. They may be used to advise governments on policy

matters or to advise the community at large. A round table may provide:

l

a forum in which community residents share concerns and ideas;

l

a public hearing to develop principles

of sustainable

development appropriate to,the

community;
l

an inquiry into a major community issue;

l

the method by which a decision is made with regard to a specific local issue.

In all cases, the round table process is designed to find solutions that are based on consensus
rather than confrontation,

IN SIMPLE

1. All

on compromise and agreement rather than protest and power.
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a
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may

wish
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come
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and
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iobs,
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or
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conflict
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be
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being
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important
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views
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points

exist
view
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SECTION

2:

SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT

Participants discuss and define the nature of consensus.

Consensus

may be defined in a number of ways. Some common options are: agreement by a large

majority of participants,

or all but one or two participants;

lack of dissension,

in which silence means

acceptance; unanimous agreement.
Unanimous
participants.

agreement does not necessarily

Some may be enthusiastic

mean complete accord and harmony among

proponents of the course of action agreed upon; others may

be unhappy about certain aspects of the decision but generally

satisfied about the general approach;

and still others may accept the decision as simply being better than nothing (or better than any other
suggested alternatives).
At this stage it is also very useful for participants to consider what should be done if they fail to
reach consensus. They may choose to vote on a particular proposal,

in which case they should

decide ahead of time whether a simple majority is sufficient, and if not, what size of majority is
needed. Or they could decide to refer the conflict to an outsider for a decision, or, more likely
perhaps, refer to a higher authority,
of the agreed-upon “fullback”

usually at the appropriate

level of government. Often, awareness

position is a powerful incentive for participants to persevere with the

consensus process as long as possible.

3.

Participants present their positions.

They indicate their particular interests and concerns, how they would like to see the conflict resolved,
and why they favour that resolution.

4.

Participants engage in debate, bargaining,

In the debate, different opinions

are expressed,

brought to light. Some participants

and negotiation.

facts might be challenged, and new information

might put forward alternative solutions

that they could accept;

others might indicate which solutions are totally unacceptable.
Bargaining
of participants
Negotiation

occurs when two or more participants agree to a certain course of action. A number
might reach some sort of compromise amongst themselves.
usually involves direct trade-offs between opposing stakeholders

as they try to find an

acceptable outcome.

5.

Participants arrive at consensus.

This happens when all participants agree upon a specific course of action to be taken by one or
more, or all of the stakeholders.

In practice, consensus is more often achieved on certain aspects of

an issue, and the remaining areas of dispute are referred to an agreed-upon authority for a unilateral
decision.

MODEL

The round table approach is not the ultimate solution to all environmental
is ita substitute in any way for legislation

ROUND

TABLE

13

KIT

and economic conflicts. Nor

and the proper enforcement of laws and regulations.

But it

does offer a prac-ical and long-term alternative to confrontation and protest, and to the imposition

of

political will and economic power that has in the past so often led to confrontation and protest. It
provides a more positive approach to current issues and promotes the development of attitudes and
values that are likely to become more and more important in the future.

ADVANTAGES

l

OF

THE

ROUND

Involving the stakeholders

TABLE

PROCESS

in the decision-making

process almost invariably

leads to greater

commitment to the decision.
l

Stakeholders

oring knowledge and expertise to the decision-making

resou.rces and creativity,
l

process, and with more

a broader range of solutions can.be considered.

It focuses on the real needs and interests of the participants,

not on the strength of their opinions

nor the differences between them.
l

l

There are no “winners”

Further modification of a decision is easier when all participants are aware of the initial
assumptions

l

and “losers”.

end the basis for change.

Participants a*e less likely to appeal or protest the final decision, since they have all been able to
take part in the negotiating process.

l

l

Competing stakeholders

learn more about each other’s points of view, needs and concerns.

It facilitates the development of working

relationships

among different participants that would not

occur in a climate of confrontation.
l

All participan-s soon become aware of the dilemmas and hard choices that resource managers
face.

DISADVANTAGES

OF

THE ROUND

TABLE

l

It can be quite time-consuming.

l

It can also be costly, in time and effort.

l

It can be frustrating

l

to those who are used to exerting their power to get their way.

Not all issues lend themselves to consensus.
decisions
decisions.

PROCESS

For many day-to-day policy matters and routine

it is more practical and efficient to combine consultation and authority to make effective
*
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SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT

STAKEHOLDERS

Stakeholders

IN

are individuals,

THE

ROUND

groups, or institutions

involve them in economic-environmental

issues.

TABLE

PROCESS

whose interests,

Clearly,

concerns, or responsibilities

the actual stakeholders

in any one issue will

vary according to the nature of the issue, and few issues will involve all the stakeholders

PRIVATE

INDIVIDUALS

People who are directly or indirectly affected by certain development or environmental
may be concerned about expropriation
and safety of their children;
neighbourhoods;

USER

listed below.

projects.

They

of homes or property, possible pollution problems; the health

employment,

business,

and real estate possibilities;

the character of their

or the quality of li,fe in the future.

GROUPS

Clubs, associations,
fishing,

and organizations

hunting, hiking and climbing,

government decision-makers,

CITIZENS

based on a variety of outdoor activities such as boating,
and birdwatching.

They may provide expert advice to

and often lobby governments to protect the interests of their members

GROUPS

Groups whose members may be directly affected by a specific development or project, for example,
a neighbourhood

or community residents association.

These groups are often formed in response to a

particular issue. They may be in favour of some types of development and opposed to others.

ENVIRONMENTAL

GROUPS

Groups of people with a wide variety of concerns about the natural environment (locally and
globally),

current industrial

and agricultural

conventional attitudes to consumption
public on environmental
wildlife,

practices that may harm people and the environment,

and “progress”.

matters, and try to raise public awareness

and the natural environment.

and

Most groups aim to inform and educate the

They pressure governments,

of possible threats to people,
industries

and businesses

to

change current attitudes, practices, and policies.
NATIVE

GROUPS

Representatives

of local residents,

for example, band councils, and representatives

of larger tribal

groups and native peoples across Canada. They draw attention to land claims, the social and
economic impact of certain types of economic development on the native way of life, and the impact
of logging, mining, and hydro development on traditional

territories

and livelihoods

such as hunting

and fishing.
LOCAL

INDUSTRIES

Industries whose operations
industrial

materials to transportation
Industries

are a factor in any economic-environmental

activity has an impact on the natural environment,
of finished

Industries of all kinds contribute to

and national economies; they provide employment,

cases, use local goods and services.

of raw

products and disposal of waste material and by-products.

are set up to make a profit for the owner or owners.

local, provincial,

issue. Almost every kind of

from extraction and processing

pay fees and taxes, and in most

MODEL

INDUSTRY

TABLE

KIT
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GROUPS

Groups established
Manufacturers’

by corporations

Association,

aspects of the industry,

and companies in a particular industry,

for example, Canadian

Council of Forest Industries of B.C. They collect and share data on all

may do other industry-related

interests to governments,

LOCAL

ROUND

research, and present industry views and

the media, and the general public.

BUSINESS

Businesses

of any kind whose operations

mental conflict. They may be suppliers
industry.

Almost all businesses

local taxes and business

BUSINESS

may be affected by the outcome of an economic-environ-

to a local industry

are established

fees, and contribute

or retailers

serving

employees

of the local

to make a profit. They provide employment,

pay

in many ways to local communities.

GROUPS

May represent businesses
types of businesses,

in a community, such as, Chamber of Commerce, or may represent certain

for example, a small business association.

They have much the same purpose and

functions as industry groups: to do research and present members’ views to governments,

the media,

and the general public.

WORKERS

Anyone whose Iob security or employment prospects may be affected by the outcome of an economicenvironmental

conflict. They may be concerned about health and safety on the job, possible long-term

affects of industrial

activity on their personal health or on the health of other family members.

UNIONS

Organizations
conditions.

formed to represent workers

members’ views known to governments,

SCIENTISTS

-

the media, and the general public.

RESEARCHERS

Anyone whose scientific
resolving

in negotiations with management on pay and working

Like industry and business groups, they do research into work-related topics, and make

or academic knowledge,

an economic-environmental

experience,

or research could be helpful in

issue.

LOCAL

GOVERNMENT

Village,

county, municipal, town, or city officials whose responsibilities

an economic-environmental

sanitation and waste disposal,
Government

officials

are relevant to
bylaws,

parks and recreation, and certain aspects of health and safety.

at all levels have to consider

benefits of development projects;
policy or decision.

and jurisdiction

issue, e.g., in matters relating to town or urban planning, zoning

policy directions

and philosophy,

and the probable cost of implementing

the costs and

and enforcing

a particular

16
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SUSTAINABLE

PROVINCIAL

Ministries

DEVELOPMENT

GOVERNMENT

and officials whose responsibilities

environmental
government,

issue.

While

and jurisdiction

are relevant to an economic-

there is not always a clear line between the jurisdiction

major areas of provincial responsibility

development, education, energy, environmental

are agriculture,

of each level of

ecological reserves, economic

protection, freshwater

fishing,

forestry,

health and

safety, mining, and provincial parks and recreation areas.

FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT

Ministries

and officials whose responsibilities

environmental

issue.

and sales), the Arctic, coastal fisheries,
environmental

and jurisdiction

Principal federal responsibilities

protection, international

are relevant to an economic-

include agriculture

the Coast Guard (oil spills),

(notably grain production

economic development,

trade, job creation and training,

native land claims, and

unemployment.

FOREIGN

GOVERNMENTS

Representatives
elsewhere,
industrial

of nations whose people, resources, and territory

for example, industrial

are subject to pollution originating

activity in the U.S. contributes to acid rain in Canada; similarly,

activity in Canada affects the northeastern

in another country, these representatives

U.S.

With

no direct power over decisions

made

rely on compromise and negotiated agreements to settle

disputes.

THE ‘SILENT’

STAKEHOLDERS

People for whom there is no official representative

nor practical channel of communications

to

decision-makers:
the young people of Canada who will live with the long-term consequences of present economic
and environmental

policies;

all living creatures that live with the consequences of economic-environmental
the global distribution

decisions that affect

of food and wealth, that influence the spread of acid rain and ozone depletion,

and that have an impact on the natural environment that sustains us all.

UDIES

AC

N
R
T
E
E

MODEL
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DEVELOPMENT
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ACTIVITIES

THE FACILITATOR:

These activities require no special materials,

skills,

or knowledge beyond a basic understanding

one’s local community or region. They may be done by individuals,
people working

ROUND

of

by small groups of three or four

together, or by a large group or class.

At the simplest level, they are brainstorming

exercises

intended to heighten awareness

many factors that apply not only to current economic activities,
account when planning for sustainable

development. Each of these exercises

minutes or may last for an hour if the discussion

of the

but which also have to be taken into
may take as little as 15

is lively.

These activities could also be used as “warm up” exercises for young people getting ready to set
up their own round table or to carry out a round table simulation.

Again, each activity may take

anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour.

In a more formal classroom setting, these activities could serve as the basis for research activities
and assignments

designed to increase knowledge of one’s local community and region.

You can photccopy the activity sheets and distribute them to participants,

or you may want to

adapt or modify the sheets to suit the needs of your group.

As with all elements of this kit, select and/or
priorities.

modify the activities to suit your own needs and

18
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AND

SAMPLE

CASE

FOLDER

ACTIVITY ONE:
THE

1.

PRACTICAL

MEANING
DEVELOPMENT

OF

SUSTAINABLE

Consider the phrase “development that meets the needs of the present”. Apply it to a local
situation, for example, a fishing community in Newfoundland,
Ontario,

a farming community on the Prairies,

an industrial

area of Quebec or

or a logging town in B.C., by outlining what

development would be best for each community.

MAKE

A LIST OF SIMPLE PHRASES THAT DESCRIBE YOUR VIEW

NIDEAL” SITUATION:

Example A:

Example B:

large catches of fish

new agricultural

high prices to fishermen

lots of job opportunities

high world prices

high demand for herbicides/pesticides

new, modern processing

2.

0~ AN

plant

chemical plant
in the plant

good job security

plenty of job opportunities

business opportunities

in trucking

good job security

strong community economy

happy, thriving community

happy, thriving community

Now consider the phrase “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations

to meet their own needs”. How might that apply to the situations

you have just outlined?

SOME

QUESTIONS

TO CONSIDER

Can fish stocks last forever? What

MIGHT

BE:

has happened in Canada and elsewhere around the world to

suggest that abundant catches don’t last forever?
Can the community alone take action to ensure that the fishery

remains viable well into the future? If

not, why not? Who else might be involved in decisions that affect the fishery?

If, after some years of production, workers and former workers at the chemical plant are becoming ill
development? If yes, in what ways? If

at an unusual rate, does the plant still represent a worthwhile
no, why not?
If it is found that waste discharges

from the plant have affected the air quality and water supply of the

community, does the plant still represent a worthwhile
not? What would represent sustainable

development? If yes, in what ways? If no, why

development in these examples?

MODEL

ROUND

TABLE

KIT
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ACTIVITY TWO:
CONNECTIONS

Select one major element in the economy of your community or region, e.g., farming,

manufacturing,

fishing.
Then do a webbing exercise showing the economic, environmental,
affect that activity and the economic, environmental,
Write

social, and political factors that

social, and political impact of that activity.

the subject you have chosen in the centre of a large sheet of paper and record as many factors

and connections as you can think of; keep them simple, and don’t make value judgements or worry
about logical order or organization

of ideas.

Example:

<EMPLOYMENT>

COMMUNITY

If you end up with a diagram that looks something like this you’ll have a visual image that reflects the
complexity

and interconnectedness

of almost all the economic activities in your community or region.

20
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SAMPLE

CASE

FOLDER

ACTIVITY THREE:
WHAT

Imagine

what would

threatened

happen if an important

by economic or environmental

fish in local waters,

IF

aspect of everyday

changes,

or no more trees suitable

?

for example,

life in your community

was

there were dramatically

Do a webbing diagram to indicate some probable effects of these changes, and some possible
developments.

fewer

for logging.

It might be useful to include in the diagram as many stakeholders

new

as possible.

EXAMPLE:
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Changes like these have already o’ccurred in more than one community across Canada. One of the
goals of sustainable
destroying

development is to find ways to maintain a healthy economy without damaging or

the natural resources on which so many Canadian communities depend.
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SAMPLE CASE STUDY:
W ILDERNESS

HEIGHT-OF-THE-ROCKIES

AREA*

This case study is based on an actual conflict which was resolved through the round table process
initiated by the B.C. Ministry

of Forests.

round table approach to issues works.
time and effort involved, and highlights
resolution of economic-environmental

THE

It is not presented as a shining example of how well the
Rather, it indicates the key steps in the approach, reflects the
some of the maior factors contributing

to the successful

issues.

ISSUE:

Protection of a wilderness

area threatened by expansion

of logging activities.

BACKGROUND:

The Height-of-the-Rockies

area is located in southeastern

B.C. close to the B.C.-Alberta

was part of two Timber Supply Areas, as defined by the B.C. Ministry

border. It

of Forests, and two companies

had cutting rights in the area.
In 1977,

the Palliser Wilderness

Society, comprised of local outfitters and residents,

the area be designated as a Wilderness

Conservancy.

Shortly

afterwards,

companies applied for a permit to carry out logging operations
section of the arec that conservationists

proposed that

one of the forest

in the White

River watershed,

felt was crucial to their proposal. Twenty-five

a

environmental

groups opposed the application.
The Ministry

of Forests and Lands called a public meeting to discuss the issue and the Upper

Kootenay Public Advisory

Committee was established.

advocacy groups, the forest industry,
native community. Representatives

It included representatives

the mining industry,

of wilderness

guides and outfitters, trappers, and the

of provincial government ministries

attended meetings but were not

on the committee.
The committee carried out a series of meetings over the next two and a half years, and presented
a report recommending that logging proceed under carefully
in the White
In 1980,

managed conditions at lower elevations

River valley, and that the upper portion of the valley be preserved as wilderness.
The Ministry

of Forests approved the logging plan for the lower valley and placed a five-

year moratorium cln logging in the upper valley in order to gather additional
decision on the wilderness

conservation

information

for a

issue.

In the next five years, little research was done and logging proceeded. The promised “sensitive”
logging practices were not carried out, partly due to a beetle infestation that resulted in a timber
salvage program instead. Forest fires raised industry concerns that cutting rights would be reduced.
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When the moratorium expired in 1985,
The following

year, the Palliser Wilderness

the forest company applied to log the upper White
Society again proposed a wilderness

River.

area, this one being

about half the size of the earlier proposal. The new proposal received increased support from guides
and outfitters, and from other environmental
The Ministry
representatives

SETTING

groups in the province.

of Forests decided to bring together the wilderness

advocates and industry

to try to find a mutually acceptable resolution to the conflict.

UP THE

HEIGHT-OF-TIHE

ROCKIES

TASK

FORCE:

The first priority was to decide what entities and interests should be represented, and who should be
the representatives.

It was felt that the Task Force should be kept to the minimum size that could

adequately represent the major interests,
and decision-making
stakeholders,

authority. Mirristry

and in late 1986

and that each member of the Task Force should have policy
of Forestry officials contacted a wide range of possible

the Task Force was established.

The two forest companies with cutting rights in the area had two representatives
special consultant to the industry also attended meetings. The Palliser Wilderness
representatives.

The Ministry

of Forests was represented by four local officials,

Environment was represented by a Regional Wildlife

Biologist.

A Ministry

each, and a

Society had three
and the Ministry

of

of Forests official (not a

forester) was accepted by all parties as the facilitator.

THE

NEXT
l

PRIORITY

WAS

THE

DISCUSSION

OF

PROCEDURAL

QUESTIONS:

what information was available?

l

in what order would specific issues be addressed?

l

what was to be the time frame?

It was decided that decisions would be made on the basis of negotiation,

not voting.

THE NEGOTIATIONS:

A series of meetings and discussions
general agreement that the wilderness

were held between January and July 1987.

While

there was

area was a good idea in itself, there was a variety of

contentious issues: the actual boundary of the area, the data on which cutting rights were based, the
amount of commercial timber that rnight be lost to the forest companies, and the specific values
assigned to different sections of the proposed wilderness
The participants

area.

used maps, slides, and graphs to present their points of view. Both wilderness

advocates and the forest companies made concessions,
a small part of the wilderness

and by April there was agreement on all but

area. A sub-group of the Task Force inspected the disputed locations by

helicopter and on foot, and while s,ome issues were resolved, the final position of the boundary
across the White

River was still a source of conflict.

MODEL

In July, the Ministry

of Forests representatives
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and in

accordance with an agreed-upon procedure, made the final decision on the location of the boundary.
In August

1987,

Rockies Wilderness

FACTORS

l

the B.C. legislature

CONTRIBUTING

TO THE SUCCESS

Logging interests were focused primarily
recreational/wilderness

l

passed an Order in Council establishing

Managers,

the Height-of-the-

Area.

OF THESE

NEGOTIATIONS:

in the lower areas of the watershed, while

areas were located in the upper areas.

resource users and residents of the Kootenay region had considerable

experience in

dealing with land use disputes, and were determined to resolve them at the local level.
l

The expertise and attitudes of local and regional government staff supported rather than hindered
a negotiated solution.

l

All parties understood the environmental

issues, and appreciated the recreational and wilderness

values of the area.
l

All parties had realistic expectations of what could be achieved.

SUMMARY:

Three years after the establishment

of the official wilderness

area the participants

opinions on the amount of agreement achieved by the negotiations.
process had been long and time-consuming,
much different from one the Ministry

had different

The forest companies felt that the

and to some extent wondered if the final decision was

of Forests might have made unilaterally.

felt the boundary should have been further down the White

The Wilderness

River, but the existing

Society

location was

acceptable.
The Ministry

representatives

felt that both sides recognized the need for a decision to be made, and

had a pretty good idea of what that decision would be.

*
REACHING

This description
AGREEMENT:

on the Environment

is based on a synopsis
Volume 1 Consensus

and the Economy,

1991

and fuller case history of the Height-of-the-Rockies
Processes in British

Columbia,

Wilderness

published by the British

Area in

Columbia

Round Table
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SAMPLE INFORMATION PACKAGE:
PULP

INTRODUCTION

This information

FOR

MILLS

AND

WATER

PdLLUTION

THE FACILITATOR:

package is designed for use in situations where there is neither time nor resources

available to carry out extensive research on a local issue. It describes an issue relevant to most
provinces, outlines key stakeholder
in a round table simulation.
1.

A group discussion

positions,

and includes some bargaining

It provides the basis for a number of activities.

of the issue and the different points of view of the stakeholders.

could focus exclusively

on the issue described or it could relate that issue to similar

the local community or region. New stakeholder
2.

A round table simulation
positions

points that could be used

The discussion
situations

in

positions could be brought into the discussion.

in which young people take the roles of stakeholders,

present those

in a round table meeting, and try to formulate a statement advising the provincial

government on what action to take.
3.

A round table simulation

designed to find a resolution to the conflict based on negotiation and

agreement between all the parties involved.
The information

in the Manual fsor the Teacher/Facilitator

carrying out these round table simulation

may be helpful in setting up and

activities. The participants

in the simulation

at the presentation stage of the round table process, using the stakeholder

positions

could begin
as described

in the accompanying pages. Or participants could use the issue as the starting point and add or
delete stakeholders

and modify positions

as they see fit.

Participants can draw upon their own experiences and knowledge to “create” stakeholders
are real people, with personalities

and character. With

table process, participants gain a deeper understanding
and how we need to work together to achieve it.

who

greater personal involvement in the round
of what sustainable

development means

MODEL
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APPLY:

have full power to do everything possible (to negotiate and

make decisions) to reach an agreement based on the principle of sustainable development.

2.

Sustainable

aeveiopment includes social and cultural considerations,

environmental

3.

not just economic and

factors.

Every effort should be made to identify the key stakeholders

in the issue and make sure that they

are part of the round table.

4.

The debate and negotiating process is NOT
persuasive,
compromise,

a competition to see who can be the most

or to see who can give up the least (or most). This is a time for co-operation, for
for a positive approach to the task of reaching a solution that all stakeholders

can

accept.

5.

Participants should use their initiative,

imagination,

and creativity at all stages of the round table

process.

6.

Participants should not feel discouraged

if they do not arrive at consensus within the time

available for the activity. In complex issues with many competing interests, few decisions
everybody. Whether
valuable insights

consensus is achieved or not, the round table simulation

into the real world of economic-environmental

can provide

decision-making.

please
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THE ISSUE:

For many years, pulp mills throughout the province have been discharging
rivers,

lakes, and coastal waterways.

one pulp mill have revealed abnormalities
in shellfish.

liquid waste into

Recently, studies done by marine biologists

in the waters near

in some fish species and unacceptable levels of pollutants

As a result, large areas of the inlet are now closed to commercial fishing.

Environmental

groups are concerned that certain substances in the discharged

material are

harmful not only to aquatic and marine life, but to humans as well. They have begun a campaign to
stop the industry-wide

practice of discharging

liquid wastes into surrounding

waters.

The pulp industry states that it is simply doing what has been an accepted and allowed practice;
it claims that this presents no danger to humans, and the effluent meets all current pollution standards.
The provincial government now proposes new legislation

intended to gradually

reduce and

eventually eliminate the discharge of potentially dangerous substances into waters near pulp mills.
The proposed law would, by the end of 1995,

impose a 1.5 kilogram

per tonne limit on chlorinated

organics in the effluent flowing from pulp mills into nearby waters, and chlorinated organics would
have to be eliminated completely by the end of 2002.
The pulp and paper industry claims the new regulations

are unnecessary

because the effluent is

not harmful to humans, and if implemented, will mean the introduction of new technology and new
equipment costing millions

of dollars at a time when the industry is suffering

the effects of a general

economic recession.
Environmental

groups feel that the proposed legislation

is a step in the right direction,

but are still

concerned that pollution levels will stay too high for too many years.
Pulp mill workers,

and their union, are concerned about the possibility

of layoffs and pulp mill

closures if the companies cannot meet the new requirements.
The provincial government has set up a round table to discuss the issue and provide advice on
what action to take to resolve the conflict.

MODEL
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The Ministry
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The Ministry
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GOVERNMEN

is responsible

for making the final policy decision on this issue

has to consider its overall responsibility

people of the province, and its specific responsibility

to maintain a safe natural environment for the

in this case to protect the health of consumers of

fish and shellfish.
The Ministry

clso has to consider the priorities

of the Ministry

of Economic Development to

promote and maintain a sound economy.
The Ministry

is aware that the forest industry is a major contributor to the provincial economy. Ii

does not want to force forest companies to close down their pulp mills and move somewhere else.
Neither does it want to scare away potential investors.
Nevertheless,

it is concerned that some pulp mills still exceed current pollution limits, and realizes

that the general public, and environmentalists

in particular,

have not forgotten election campaign

promises to protect the natural environment.
The Ministry

feels that the time frame of the proposed law reflects a middle position between

industry and environmentalists.

It seeks to assure environmentalists

released into the natural environment,
investment and changes.

that toxic substances will not be

and it is giving industry plenty of time to make the necessary
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ASSOCIATION

This represents all the major forest companies operating in the province. These companies have
considerable

economic power. They earn millions

of dollars

in profits (in good years) and employ

several thousand people in pulp mills and related occupations.
Developing new “cleaner” technologies to meet these new standards will be expensive and take
time. Investment in research and equipment will increase production costs and make it more difficult
for the province-based industry to compete in international

markets.

The industry has already spent a lot of money on equipment and practices to meet current
pollution standards.

In many mills, the discharge of dioxin and furan (the most toxic of the chlorinated

organics) has been reduced considerably.
The Association

can present graphs showing

lower pollution standards in other parts of the world,

and it questions why the standards should be so high here.
The Association

wants the legislation

removed entirely.
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This company has been based in the province for many years. It has several operations

in

different locations. Its only pulp mill is quite old and it will be very expensive to upgrade the mill to
meet the proposed standards.
The company questions the credibility
fishing.

Company officials,

and workers,

of the research studies and the need to close the area to
have eaten fish and shellfish

from nearby waters for many

years with no ill-effects.
The company wants the legislation

removed, or alternatively,

for its mill to be exempt from the

law. It threatens to shut down the mill if the government proceeds with the legislation.
mean the loss of many jobs and would be a severe blow to nearby communities.

This would

29
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El?

of a large foreign corporation

plans to build two pulp mills in the province. It has

worked closely with provincial and federal economic development agencies to obtain harvesting
rights to a large area of forest.

IT IS CONSIDERING

SEVERAL

FACTORS:

l

tower pollution standards mean lower costs and higher profits.

l

The province has the large area of forest necessary for a long-term
supply of raw material to the mill.

l

Few other countries have the same abundance of raw materials.

l

The provincial economy is in recession;

this is a good time to bargain for investment incentives

because the province badly needs the income and jobs that come with this type of investment.
l

The company could bargain for even better incentives, e.g.,

province-funded road and rail links

to port, tax breaks for the early years of operation.
l

There is still the possibility

of investing in another province or another country.

The company is concerned that the new law will affect the profitability
taken a public stand on the issues so far.

of its investment. It has not
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for provincial Ministry

of Environment.

Carried out maior study on fish and shellfish.

Has consulted and exchanged data and

information with colleagues in other provinces and countries.

Is aware of political pressures affecting many researchers in the field of environmental
politicians

want hard numbers, absolutely foolproof cause-and-effect relationships

toxins and specific illnesses

science:

between specific

or threats to health and life.

Is confident that the levels of pollutants found in the fish and shellfish
from waters near the pulp mill had significantly

more abnormalities

are accurate and the fish

than fish caught in more distant

waters.
Has considered other possible causes for the abnormalities
pollutants, but has found none. The Ministry

and other possible sources of

does not have the funds for further large-scale research.

Cannot say with absolute certainty that levels of pollutants in the fish and shellfish

are a serious

threat to human life.
Recommends that present fishing closures be maintained until further evidence provides reasons
for lifting them.

Is in favour of the new legislation.
intensified.

Thinks

monitoring of effluent and water quality should be

Favours more research into the impact of the pollutants on aquatic and marine life.
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GROUP

Has more than one thousand members across Canada.
It has carried out its own study of waters near pulp mills. The results are similar
Ministry

of Environment

study, but the group interprets them differently.

to those of the

It feels that the levels of

pollutants are unacceptably high and represent a real threat to human health and the overall health of
the waterways.
The group is concerned about birds and mammals that feed on the fish and small creatures in the
waters around pulp mills.
It is concerned about pulp mill effluent going into rivers from which downstream towns and
villages take their drinking

water and water for irrigation.

The group is also interested in the larger issue of consumption and consumerism.

It feels that

bleaching paper (the process that involves most of the pollutants) is largely unnecessary;

people can

do very well with paper that is grey or brown or creamy, but not white. The group wants pulp mills to
reduce or eliminate the production of bleached paper.
The group wants the new law brought in right away and wants the higher standards introduced
much sooner than scheduled. It feels that mills can comply, since they have already reduced the
amount of pollutants in their discharges.
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COMMERCE

The community provides services and supplies to a large pulp mill. Most of the mill’s workforce

lives,

in the community. There is also a small but growing tourism industry in the area, based on sport
fishing,

boating ard sailing.
The Chamoer IS concerned about the impact on the community if the local mill is shut down.

Local people who xovide
would face business

a variety of goods and services to the mill would be hard hit. Retailers

reductions if mill workers

are unemployed.

The Chamber also sees a brighter future if the mill is upgraded. Local businesses
be involved in the upgrading,

and more workers

might well

may have to be brought in to do the work.

The Chamber is trying to find alternative types of economic development in order to reduce
the community’s dependence on the mill.
At this point, the Chamber wants to delay implementation
more studies be done to prove the harmful effects of the pollutants.
issue and wants the provincial Ministry

of Tourism

of the new legislation.

It proposes

It wants less publicity about the

to increase its promotion of the area.
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represents 45 individuals

and businesses

who carry out harvesting operations

in

coastal waters near several pulp mills.
Association

members have seen their catches diminish

The closed areas have traditionally

with the imposition

of the fishing closures.

been very productive. Sales have also decreased since the

research studies raised consumer concern about the safety of eating local shellfish.
The Association

is concerned about the study results, and would like a clearer definition

of a safe

level of pollutants in shellfish.
It is in favour of the new legislation

and would like to see a faster implementation

fishing could resume sooner in the closed areas.

schedule so that
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UNION

at pulp and paper mills across Canada. Its top priority

in this issue is

jobs.

It is concerned that mills will close down if environmental

standards are set too high. It is aware of

lower standards in effect in other provinces and is concerned that those provinces may raise their
standards to match the levels established

by this new legislation.

It is not convinced that the present levels of pollutants are dangerous to aquatic and marine life,
or to humans.
It knows what is involved in upgrading mills, and sees some opportunities
knows that technological

for extra jobs. It also

improvements are often used to justify the replacement of workers

by

machines.
The union would like the new legislation
current levels of pollution are dangerous.

to be shelved until further studies are done to prove that
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POINTS

These could be introduced by the facilitator at any time during the round table meeting when
negotiations seem to slow down. They should not be used to distract stakeholders
conflict arises,

but only when serious bargaining

the moment a

fails to suggest a way forward.

1. The forest industry association announces that a new process has been developed to produce
white paper without using toxic chemicals. It involves new technology,

requires fewer workers,

and will increase pulp mill productivity.

2.

The government decides to use only unbleached paper (as it becomes available) in all regular
day-to-day applications, e.g., correspondence, memos, computer and fax printouts, and
publications.

3.

A pulp mill announces that it has found a way to extract the toxic chemicals from the effluent
before it is discharged into nearby waters.

4.

The foreign-owned

forest company changes its plans to invest in the province; it is now

negotiating a deal with another province.

5.

A Chamber of Commerce survey indicates that the community now receives almost as much
revenue from boating,
economic activities.

fishing,

and tourism activities as it gets from the pulp mill and related
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